
Very responsive heating or 
cooling of living space

Advantage of room heating with fan coils is 
the possibility of lower system temperature 
needed to achieve the same or even greater 
heating effect than with standard radiator 
heating.

Each fan coil has the ability to regulate the 
temperature in the room. With this function 
we get perfect temperature for every 
individual room according to our needs.

In the warmer period of the year it is also 
possible to cool the rooms with fan coils. By 
doing so we get the complete comfort of 
living throughout the year.

Fan coils VK with ultra-thin design are 
currently the thinnest on the market.
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Responsive room temperature control based
on the needs of modern man

Heating and cooling of the entire building

Fan coils VK are used for independent heating or cooling of living spaces and provide complete comfort and even 
temperature throughout the year. They operate on the principle of heating or cooling of the air in the room. As a medium 
for heating or cooling, water is used witch is supplied from a heat pump or any other source of heating or cooling. Fan 
coil units are an excellent alternative in cases where underfloor heating cannot be used, but you want an effective and 
economical system with low temperature heating system.

Heating of building can be done 
exclusively with use off coils which are 
connected to heat pump or some other 
low-temperature heat source.

Heat transfer from heating medium to 
the space is with use off coils twice as 
effective as with conventional radiator 
heating.

Outstanding 
efficiency

Due to mixing of the air the heat is 
distributed faster throughout the room. 
The living space is therefore heated 
faster and with less heat needed.

Savings up 
to 30 %

Fan coils VK with ultra-thin design are 
currently the thinnest on the market.

Thinnest on 
the market
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Fan coils VK

Additional advantages of
fan coils VK

Fan coils are devices for air-conditioning where air needs to be 
heated, cooled or partially dried.

Extremely quiet operation

Fan coils VK have built in advanced technology to regulate the 
flow of the air, which contributes to silent operation. People 
in the room are not disturbed by the noise of fan coils and 
therefore feel good and their activities are not disturbed. 

Fresh and clean air

Fan coils have on the suction side built-in filters that attract dust 
and prevent its spread in the space. There is no need to replace 
them with new ones, because they can be simply removed and 
occasionally rinsed with clean water.

Excellent decorative accessory in the room 

Fan coils with trendy design, glass front panel and modern 
touch screen controller can be a great decorative accessory.

Simple and quick installation

Fan coil can be placed on the floor with the use of feet’s or it 
can be securely mounted on the wall. Selected installation does 
not affect the effectiveness of the fan coil, so you can choose 
any of the options, depending on your preference.
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Technical information
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Fan coils VK VK40W VK40B VK60W VK60B

Mains (V/Ph/Hz) 220-240/1/50

Heating power at medium temperature of 50 °C W 2.500 3.350

Heating power at medium temperature of 70 °C W 3.950 5.750

Cooling power W 1.900 2.500

Air flow m3/h 320 460

Noise at minimum air flow dB(A) 27 28

Noise at maximum air flow dB(A) 44 46

Power consumption W 20 23

Connection to heating or cooling system Rp 3/4 Rp 3/4 Rp 3/4 Rp 3/4

Condensate drain mm 16

Dimensions (width/height/depth) mm 895/614/131 1.095/614/131

Color White Black White Black

Weight kg 22 25

Trade support and representation:
BARBATUS d.o.o.
Preradovičeva 22, 2000 Maribor, Slovenia
GSM: +386 40 128 035
Telephone: +386 8 205 32 65 Fax: +386 8 205 32 66 
Email: darko@barbatus.si, darko@barbatus.co.uk 
www.topling-barbatus.com
www.barbatus.co.uk


